
The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2678-“Great!” Milo was thrilled that Leon was stalled.

He was a moment away from getting through the door and once he was out of the room, he could take advantage of
his surroundings to escape.

As capable as Leon was, he could not possibly catch him.

However, the reality was cruel and before he could get too excited, what happened next shook both Milo and Diego.

“You asked for this! Since you two want to die, don’t blame me for this!

Take this! Hurricane Break!”

Leon’s expression darkened as Milo was about to escape.

Though Milo was an insigni cant person to him and it did not matter much if he escaped, Leon was infuriated that the
Western Boss and Felton sent someone to attack him, thinking they could do anything they wanted with their in uence
in the Western region.

If he let Milo escape, he would not be able to live with himself.

With that thought in mind, Leon backed away from Diego’s advance and extended both arms to launch his strongest
technique, Hurricane Break.

Countless twirls of energy appeared and combined into a powerful hurricane that moved toward Diego and Milo.

“What? What on earth is this power?” Sensing the powerful pressure of Hurricane Break, Diego and Milo were both
stunned.

Diego initially thought that Leon’s power level was likely the same as his at best.

He also assumed that Leon managed to defeat him earlier with the help of his treasure.

To his bewilderment, he seemed to have underestimated Leon yet again.

Leon had a powerful technique like the Hurricane Break, which was far more powerful than the Earthly Plunder.

Given his power in the Almighty State, he might have been able to fend off the Hurricane Break if he was in his optimal
state. However, he was injured by Leon’s Earthly Plunder and there was no way he could rival the Hurricane Break at
this moment.

To make matters worse, the Hurricane Break’s range was too wide and he was far too close to Leon.

Most of its power was directed at him and there was no way he could escape.

However, he refused to simply sit on his thumbs either.

“Damn it! Here goes nothing!” Diego gritted his teeth and hastily launched an attack at the Hurricane Break.

Baam!

Following a deafening noise, his attack clashed with the Hurricane Break.

The Hurricane Break tore through his attack and slammed against him, sending him ying.

As soon as he landed, Diego spat a few mouthfuls of blood and felt an intense pain radiating within him.

Multiple bones in his body were broken and he paled as he lay sprawled on the ground.

He suffered great injuries and lost all ability to ght.
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